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1. Nation- and 
Statewide Districts



Germany’s Multi-Level System of Governance

• Basic rule of electoral system design:
The type of districting that is chooses for organizing elections should try to fit the 
particular context for which it is used.

• After World War II, the organization of a new state was dominated by the idea that 
for the new system of governance concentration and abuse of political power 
should be made especially difficult.

• No agreement how to do this among the occupation forces US, UK, France, and the 
Sowjets. This led eventually to the creation of two German states in East and West. 
Reunification into one democratic county decades later (in 1990).

• In the West, a democratic system was build bottom-up by allowing political parties 
and creating states first, including parliamentary systems, state constitutions and 
state elections (1946-48) before the first national election was held (1949).



Germany’s Multi-Level System of Governance

• Organization of the new democratic West-Germany as a federal state.

• The states are represented at the federal level through the Bundesrat, which is 
essentially like an upper house in a true bicameral parliament. 

• The German Constitution divides the federal government's legislative 
responsibilities into exclusive powers and concurrent powers (shared with the 
German state governments).

• Multi-level system of governance provides additional checks-and-balances for the 
national level that seemed necessary given the lessons from the past.

• Elections are organized in a multi-level structure (local  – state – national) as well.

• Federal Election Commission decides which new political groups as “political 
party” and, hence, are allowed to compete in elections.



Different Types of Districts
• Elections are organized in a multi-level structure (local  – state – national) as well.

• Thus, it seems to fit that the types of districts reflect that.

• The idea behind the German MMP is a combination of the strengths of PR (party-
list tier) and FPTP (nominal tier).
• FPTP: generate local accountability 

• PR: every cast vote (almost) counts equally (wasted votes are inevitable, even in NL), 
responsive to change in society (new parties).

• Thus, single-member districts on local level (299 districts) and a national district 
with district magnitude 299. 

• The number of MPs to be elected in national district should be proportional to 
the size of the states.

• No sub-state districts have been considered for national election (but we have 
sub-state districts for some state elections in which the ”naturally” exist as 
administrative districts)



2. Methods to Distribute 
Seats and Districts



Different Methods to Distribute Seats and Districts

• There are different methods to distribute in a fair (proportional) way …

• … absolute number of votes to number of seats in election.

• … population size of a state to number of electoral districts.

• … the number of seats in a legislative committee.

• In Germany three different divisor methods have been used in the past.

• D’Hondt (aka Jefferson or Hagenbach-Bischoff)

• Hare (aka Niemeyer or Hamilton)

• Sainte-Laguë (aka Webster)

• The divisor method with standard rounding aka Sainte-Laguë is used since 2009 
for vote-to-seat distributions and inter-state apportionment in Germany.



d‘Hondt: Example for D = 8

Party Votes :1 :2 :3 :4 :5 :6 Seats

A 10,000 10,000 (1) 5,000 (3) 3,333 (4) 2,500 (6) 2,000 (7) 1,667 5

B 6,000 6,000 (2) 3,000 (5) 2,000 (8) 1,500 1,200 3

C 1,500 1,500 750 0

∑ 17,500 8

• This method to distribute seats, named after the Belgian legal academic Victor d’Hondt (1841 –
1901), was used until 1983.



Hare:  Example for D = 8

Party Votes 𝑷𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒚 𝑽𝒐𝒕𝒆𝒔 𝒙 𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑺𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒔
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝑽𝒐𝒕𝒆𝒔

Seats (1) Remainder largest Seats

A 10,000 4.57 4 0.57 4

B 6,000 2.74 2 0.74 X 2

C 1,500 0.69 0 0.69 X 1

∑ 17,500 6 2 8

• This method to distribute seats goes under various names.
• Same election result in term of votes but different distribution of seats!
• Corrects that smaller parties get disadvantaged with d’Hondt (see party C here).
• Therefore used between 1987 to 2005.

Proportionality requires, that  Party Seats : Party Votes =  Total Seats : Total Votes 



Sainte-Laguë: Example for D = 8

Party Votes
Votes / Seats = Devisor

17,500/8 = 2,187.5
Seats

(rounded)
New Devisor

2,300
Seats

(rounded)

A 10,000 4.57 5 4.35 4

B 6,000 2.74 3 2.61 3

C 1,500 0.69 1 0.65 1

∑ 17,500 1. Step 9 2. Step 8

• Divisor has to be (iteratively) increased for 2. step because too many seats have 
been distributed in 1. step (9 instead of 8 seats).

• Eliminates known paradoxes (Hare) and does not disadvantage small parties 
(d‘Hondt) at the margins.

• Therefore this divisor method with standard rounding is used since 2009 for 
vote-to-seat distributions and inter-state apportionment.

Provisional devisor to start out is Total Votes : Total Seats 



Correcting for Inter-state Malapportionment

Source: EDC Report 2019, p.103 

Divisor (start):

73.113.483 : 299
= 244527

https://www.bundeswahlleiter.de/en/service/glossar/s/sainte-lague-schepers.html

https://www.bundeswahlleiter.de/en/service/glossar/s/sainte-lague-schepers.html


3. From Votes to Seats in 
Bundestag Elections



From Votes to Seats
Candidate Vote

• Every party (or independents) can keep all seats they win in the 299 nominal-tier 
contests (FPTP).

Party-List Vote

• For each party all party-list votes across all states will get summed-up nationally.

• A party is entitled to get its proportional share of party-list seats from the national 
district (M = 299), if it gets at least 5% of the valid votes nationally or wins at least 
three nominal-tier districts.

No. of Seats per Party

• In addition to the nominal seats, each party gets as many party-list seats until its seat 
share (299 SMD + national district with M = 299) from initially 598 seats reflects its 
national party-list vote share. This is why Germany’s mixed system is called MMP.

• To figure out which candidate won a party-list seat, the number of seats a party won 
nationally have to be first distributed across states because of the state-party lists. 



From Votes to Seats
No. of Seats per Party and State, first stage

• The total (minimum) number of seats each party gets per state depends on its share of 
party-list votes won in each state relative to its party-list vote total nationally
• Thus, if a party is very successful in a particular state it should be able to fill a large number of its 

seats with candidates from this state’s party-list.

• From this total seat number of the party per state the number of nominal-tier seats 
have to be subtracted because we know already who won them and these nominal 
candidates can keep their seat (requirement of nominal-tier in MMP).

• The remaining number of seats for the party (if there are any) will get filled-up by 
candidates of the party’s list in the order they appear on the list. Candidates that 
already won a nominal district will be skipped because they have a seat already.

• If the party actually won more nominal-tier seats in a state than the total number of 
seats based on party-list votes suggests, it can hold-on to them (Overhang Seats).

• Since 2013 this disproportionality is compensated by increasing the size of parliament 
in order to implement a ruling of the Constitutional Court.



No. of Seats per Party and State, second stage

• In order to correct the apparent disproportionality that is caused by overhang seats, the 
number of seats of the Bundestag will be increased in a first step from 598 seats iteratively 
by additional compensatory seats.

• This iterative process stops when every party has received just as many seats as it is entitled 
to given its share of party-list votes nationally, including the minimum number of seats from 
stage 1 and the overhang seats (using Sainte-Laguë).

• The second step determines again how many of a party’s seats (from stage 2) go to each of 
its state party-lists. This depends on the number of second votes the party has obtained in 
each Land. Again, each party can hold-on to the nominal seats it has won in each state.

• The result is a parliament (Bundestag) where the seats are distributed in accordance with 
the total number of party-list votes cast.

• There is no (!!!) upper limit of the no. of seats in parliament. We predicted before the 2017 
election (zweitstimme.org) that the size > 700 to be 45%. Now we have M = 709.

Compensating for Overhang Seats



Initial Distribution of Seats across States



• The Case of CSU in Bavaria

Distribution of Seats per Party in one State



Distribution of Seats incl. Overhang (Stage 1) 



Overhang and Compensatory Seats 2017

• If the party actually won more nominal-tier seats in a state than the total number of 
seats based on party-list votes suggests, it can hold-on to them (Overhang Seats).

• Since 2013 this disproportionality is compensated by increasing the size of parliament.

OverhangNominal Seats
Stage 1 Seats 
incl. Overhang

Stage 2
Total Seats

List Seats
Compensat.
Seats



National Threshold of Representation

• This threshold (5% of party-list votes) assures that 
very small parties cannot get into parliament. 

• Deviation from “pure” PR reflects past experiences
from Weimar Republic.

• Less parties in parliament makes coalition 
government formation easier and produces 
more stable governments.

• In 1994 the PDS won four nominal district seats in
East Germany but failed to gain 5% of the party-list votes nationally. 

• The PDS earned only 4.4% of the party-list votes nationally. Nevertheless, given that it 
won at least three districts, the threshold did NOT apply and its list vote shares 
translated into 30 seats in Parliament. 

• Thus, small parties with little national appeal that nonetheless enjoy a strong regional 
support can also gain nationwide representation this way.

• Parties of recognized national minorities are exempted from the national threshold.



5% Threshold Keeps Small Parties Out



Thank you for your attention!


